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Slide presentations produced by the Western Historical Manuscript Collection-St. Louis to promote the collecting of local labor history and the history of women in St. Louis, and to publicize the activities of WHMC-St. Louis. Includes slides, scripts, audio tapes and one videocassette of the labor slide show.

Note: the Notable Women in St. Louis History slide show does not have a security copy so it cannot be lent through inter-library loan.

FOLDER LIST

BOX 1

1. Collecting Labor History, slide carousel, 519.1-519.96
2. Collecting Labor History, slide carousel, security copy, 519.1-519.96
3. Collecting Labor History, cassettes, T519.1-T519.2
4. Collecting Labor History, cassette with audible signals, T519.3
5. Collecting Labor History, cassette with inaudible signals (two copies), T519.4
6. Collecting Labor History, duplicate slides, 519.97-519.164
7. Collecting Labor History, reel, T519.5, videotape V519.1
8. Collecting Labor History, scripts
9. Notable Women in St. Louis History Part 1, slide carousel, 519.165-519.413
10. Notable Women in St. Louis History Part 2, slide carousel, 519.165-519.413

BOX 2

11. Notable Women in St. Louis History, cassette, 23 minutes version, T519.6
12. Notable Women in St. Louis History, cassette, 50 minute version, T519.7-T519.8
13. Notable Women in St. Louis History, reel, 23 minute version, T519.9
14. Notable Women in St. Louis History, reel, 50 minute version, T519.10
15. Notable Women in St. Louis History, reel with no sound cues, T519.11
16. Notable Women in St. Louis History, script, 23 minute version
17. WHMC-the St. Louis Collection, slide carousel, 519.414-519.473
18. WHMC-the St. Louis Collection, slide carousel security copy, 519.414-519.473
19. WHMC-the St. Louis Collection, cassettes, T519.12-T519.13
20. WHMC-the St. Louis Collection, duplicate slides, 519.474-519.493
21. WHMC-the St. Louis Collection, reel, T519.14
22. WHMC-the St. Louis Collection, script
23. Empty carousel

OVERSIZE
18x27 PRINTS OF NOTABLE WOMEN IN MISSOURI:
Sara Elizabeth Blow, 1843-1916
Marie Theresa Bourgeois Chouteau, 1733-1814
Grace Bumbry, 1938-
Martha Conway Burk (Calamity Jane), 1852-1906
Ann Ella Carroll, 1815-1893
Dr. Gerty Cori, 1896-1957
Phoebe Cousins, 1839-1913
Rose Phillpine Duchesne, 1759-1852
Jesse Benton Fremont, 1829-1902
Edna Fischel Gellhorn, 1879-1970
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